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Abstract. This paper demonstrates a lightweight and highly decentralized
collaboration infrastructure approach for virtual enterprises and describes its
added-value in the customer-oriented production domain. First, we will
describe challenges and key requirements of an exemplary application scenario.
Second, we are going to present the reference architecture and will explain the
designs of enabling key concepts. Finally we highlight major improvements to
the selected domain and the impact in economic, competition and social terms.
Keywords: Virtual enterprises, semantic data interoperability, process
interoperability, business process modelling, mobile application orchestration

1 Challenges of Micro Companies in a Virtual Enterprise
Regarding the Small Business Act for Europe [1], small and micro companies are
important actors in all business fields across Europe with growing tendency. Small
and medium-sized businesses (SME’s) cover 37 per cent of added-value to the
business economy. Micro companies with headcounts less than 10 employees cover
21 per cent of the added value to the business economy [2]. From a quantitative
perspective, micro, small and medium enterprises represent 99.8 per cent of all firms
all over Europe.
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In the European textile sector small and micro companies faced massive changes
both in retail and manufacturing due to saturated markets and their weak integration
with partners. However, winners in the market have abandoned the traditional retail
model for the so called vertical integrated approach. Its success is twofold: On the one
hand side it is the transparency and control of the whole product value chain from the
design, the production up to the retail of products. On the other hand side it is a deep
understanding of their customers’ needs and its integration into design and production
processes as well as offering customized products.
Along the use case in the textile industry we present our vision of how micro
companies can compete in a global market by transforming from isolated individual
companies towards an integrated, agile virtual enterprise. A virtual enterprise is based
on a temporary alliance of several businesses [3] and takes advantage of a market
opportunity. It does not have own resources but consists of the resources of the
individual partners.
In our visionary scenario, customers have high degrees of product personalization.
Within the network, designer, producers, and end-customers communicate,
collaborate and exchange relevant information in order to control a common and
highly agile product value chain without high transaction costs. Ordering and
production processes will be managed completely decentralized. The following six
high-level requirements need to be addressed: 1) Virtuality (distributed and
decentralized infrastructure) 2) Mobility (compatibility with commercial mobile
devices) 3) Usability (intuitive tools for workers) 4) Flexibility (configuration of
generic components) 5) Collaboration (interorganisational workflows) 6) Security
(securing local data sets).

2 Architecture of a Virtual Enterprise
The ComVantage project has the goal to develop a reference architecture as well as a
working prototype of a distributed collaboration infrastructure for virtual enterprises.
In the following, the key characteristics are described.

1.1 Decentralized Approach
Even in a heterogeneous and distributed collaboration environment, companies want
to continue running their legacy systems and want to keep full control of their
valuable enterprise data. Our fully decentralized approach proposes a separation into
Domains where a domain can be operated by an individual partner or can be shared
among a couple of partners. This characteristic provides full scalability and satisfies
the different needs of large and micro enterprises. Referring to the setup outlined in
Figure 1, the webshop owner as major partner (partner A) of the collaboration
network is running his dedicated IT-infrastructure (domain A). The tailor shop and the
embroidery as micro companies (partner B1 and B2) are using a shared ITinfrastructure (domain B) which saves them efforts and costs related with running and
maintaining their own one.
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Fig. 1. Reference architecture for data- and process-interoperability in a virtual enterprise

1.2 Data Modelling
Major design-time activities in setting up a decentralized collaboration network are:
First, creation of roles and tasks to define the subject of collaboration (Role & Task
Model). This model is used to define local access rights on data sources. Second, the
creation of local access control policies (AC Policies) guarantee full control about
restricted and shared information within local data sources to each domain owner.
Third, ontologies (Domain Data Model) to describe the data model of each domain
are needed to enable the semantic data harmonization. A specification of the used
methodology and the developed metamodels can be found in [4] as well as in the
public deliverables D4.1.1-3 [5]. Unfortunately, ontology engineering is not easily
applicable to micro companies. We envision a process that explicitly omits the
complexity of developing ontologies from scratch for each partner. Micro companies
should be able to join a collaboration network by simply adapting existing ontologies.
In ComVantage we developed the tool OntoSketch that facilitates ontology
engineering by offering support for ontology extension based on existing ontologies
from collaboration partners and public communities. It allows the user to import
existing ontologies, browse and filter their contents, and extend them with new
concepts. The UI provides assistance to make ontology engineering also applicable to
non-expert users.
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1.3 Single Point of Access
Major difficulties of interorganisational collaboration consist in heterogeneous data
models (structuring and naming of entities) and incompatible interfaces based on
different technologies. In ComVantage we decided to use semantic data
harmonization based on RDF, Linked Data and ontologies. RDF [6] is used as
uniform data format based on the Linked Data design principles [7]. Within each
domain of the collaboration network, a single point of access is provided by the
Domain Access Server (Figure 1). The Web Layer of the server exposes a uniform
interface for applications based on SPARQL [8] and provides an interface for
enforcing access control policies. The Data Integration Layer is responsible for
distributing requests to the connected data sources of the domain and merges all
results to a combined result set. The Domain Configuration Layer provides
components for a domain specific configuration of the Domain Access Server.

1.4 Integration of Legacy Systems at Run-time without Modifications
Integration of heterogeneous data sources is crucial to data harmonization. The
ComVantage approach is based on Linked Data adapters that will perform a mapping
of syntactic data to RDF. The adapters are provided as generic components which will
be configured with the Domain Data Model of the actual domain in order to connect
to a specific data source. Using adapters offers the advantage of integrating legacy
systems without modifications. Hence, the ComVantage approach can be used on top
of an existing IT infrastructure and in parallel to already existing business
applications. The adapters are provided for several technologies which are most
common in micro-company environments. The Linked Data adapter for databases is
based on the open source project D2RQ [9]. The adapter translates SPARQL queries
to SQL and returns results based on a domain-specific mapping. While the mapping is
defined at design-time, the content is lifted to RDF on demand at run-time which
avoids the problem of keeping redundant data in sync. Since the database doesn’t
contain the semantic information that is required for this transformation, it is provided
in a mapping file. Furthermore, adapters for Excel spreadsheets [10] and machine
middleware systems are provided [4].

1.5 Access Control on Individual Enterprise Data Assets
Interorganisational collaboration relies on trust between partners and the fact that
information from heterogeneous nature is accessible to authorized members only. An
access control model is required that supports decentralized decision-making and that
enables policy negotiation, establishment, management, monitoring and enforcement
for a multi-domain access to Linked Data sources. Additionally, the mechanism
should be simple enough to be applicable for micro companies. We propose an
authentication process based on SAML [18]. Identity federation and security
credentials interchange is performed in the first place and, afterwards, a multi-tiered
authorization process takes place to provide multi-domain access control for Linked
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Data at two levels: (1) Rewriting of SPARQL queries by adding control checks
related to the requesters user role. (2) Structuring of information in views for each
data source to physically protect data that is not visible for a specific user role.

1.6 Modelling of Workflows and Orchestration of Applications
Additionally to the described data modelling approach we provide a workflow
modelling workbench oriented towards business stakeholders within the design-time
dimension of the architecture. A hybrid modelling method has been designed under
the framework presented in [11] to capture collaboration and mobile app requirements
on multiple levels of abstraction (a specification is available as a series of public
deliverables at [5]). The modelling procedure recommends that each business process
is first designed in a business view (with a “one responsible/activity” granularity),
then extended to a technical view (with a “one required app/activity” granularity, to
support the orchestration). We do not employ standard BPMN [12] tools for several
reasons: a) the business process modelling language is only a fragment of a method
which must integrate, on a metamodelling level, additional domain-specific semantics
and abstraction layers captured in auxiliary linked models; b) the models are to be
exported in a metamodel-dependent custom-made Linked Data schema, currently not
supported by BPMN tools; c) practitioners reclaim a simplification of business
process modelling [13], thus we try to avoid syntactical bloating and, notation-wise,
the IT-inspired graphical representations. A comparison of collaboration patterns
relying on swimlane-based control flows to BPMN is highlighted in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Mapping of BPMN patterns (top) on the ComVantage approach (bottom)

Pattern1: Delegation or transfer of control. BPMN relies on explicit “throw and
catch” messaging events between two activities. Our approach implies it with
“subsequent” arrows shifting control between different roles (swimlanes). By
convention, any activity initiating a cross-swimlane arrow can be considered a
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“notifying activity”. Pattern2: Waiting to get results after delegation/transfer. BPMN
relies on a sequence of activities on the same swimlane that is interrupted by throwing
and catching messages. Our approach implies this with a lack of subsequent arrows
continuing on the same swimlane. Pattern3: Delegation/transfer followed by parallel
work. BPMN relies again on messaging to initiate a parallel flow in the partner
company and to resynchronize with its results after the parallel work is finished. Our
approach uses a parallelity split to distribute work between the two swimlanes, and a
corresponding join to indicate where work must be synched back together.
Additional semantics are given by navigable links to related models (of other
types), and can be explicitly serialized through an export mechanism (as N-quads
[14]) to enable querying outside the modelling tool. For purposes of mobile app
development, the most relevant links are the one from activities (in business process
models) to roles and app features (in a resource pool model), for example:
:A1 a :Activity; :lane :Company1; :mobilesupport :Notifying_feature.
:Arrow1 :from :A1; :to :A2.
The first part will assure that the assignment between activities and swimlanes is
not only a visual indication, but also an RDF relation that can be queried in order to
detect the discussed patterns for further processing (for example, to assign mobile app
skeletons based on them). The second part captures a link between the activity and an
app feature required to support it, while the last part captures the process flow.

Fig. 3. The App Orchestration Process of the Industrial App Framework (see [17]). The three
main steps (Select, Adapt, Manage) rely on various models as input. An App-Pool contains
apps and formal descriptions that allow automatic selection. The end product is an App
Ensemble that can be deployed on mobile devices and supports a specific workflow

In ComVantage, such serializations of collaborative business process models are
input for an App Orchestration Process [15] that is offered in the Industrial App
Framework (IAF) (see Figure 3). Its goal is to simplify the usage of apps for mobile
support of workflows in virtual enterprises. Existing models (e.g. business processes)
are used to select the most appropriate apps from a pool, adapt them to the context of
use, connect to data sources and create a navigation design that resembles the
modelled business process [15]. The effort for supporting a workflow on mobile
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devices is much lower than with state of the art technology. Existing apps with proven
usability can be reused and adapted to context [16, 17], missing apps are created using
app templates and style guides (developed in ComVantage), and existing models can
be used to drive the orchestration process.

3 Conclusion
ComVantage offers a collaboration infrastructure that facilitates data and process
interoperability within virtual enterprises. Compared to related approaches in the field
of semantic data harmonization like SemaPlorer [19], Aletheia [20] and Information
Manifold [21], ComVantage combines interoperability capabilities with a
decentralized architecture which is crucial for the application within virtual
enterprises. However, our approach is based on a lightweight infrastructure and is
therefore lacking advanced semantic reasoning capabilities.
In this paper we highlighted the impact of our approach on small and micro
companies that have a strong need for collaboration in order to gain a critical mass on
core competencies and resources for competing with the global market. These
companies need to implement lean and agile business processes to react on dynamic
market opportunities. ComVantage responds to this by offering a modelling
workbench for business processes and a model driven development approach for
mobile apps taking into account the agility of workflows supported by the App
Orchestration Concept. Furthermore, small and micro companies have a need for nonexpert support for specific design-time tasks. We offer a couple of templates,
guidelines and tools for facilitating tasks like ontology engineering and app
development. Finally, the lightweight infrastructure of ComVantage simplifies the
introduction of software tools to technology unaware environments as usually being
found in small and micro companies and enables a complete end-to-end transparency
among the whole production and supply chain of a product. Tracking and monitoring
of used resources and related costs of a specific product will be much easier across the
whole production and supply chain.
Regarding the social impact, ComVantage enables small and micro companies to
join virtual enterprises on low investments but high strategic benefits. Micro
companies who are suffering losses because of the global competition can benefit
from the realization of the open virtual enterprise vision. This allows for example a
designer, or a small tailor shop to apply for open production orders. Transferring the
success factors of vertical integrated companies to a virtual enterprise consisting of a
network of micro companies awakes further chance potential for European micro
companies both manufacturers and retailers.
The concepts shown in this paper are result of the first year of the ComVantage
project. Currently first prototypes are in development and a comprehensive business
value evaluation will be conducted in the third year.
Acknowledgments. The European research project ComVantage [5] is funded by the
European Commission on the grant number 284928.
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